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Machine learning algorithms can be fooled by small well-designed adversarial perturbations. This
is reminiscent of cellular decision-making where ligands (called antagonists) prevent correct sig-
nalling, like in early immune recognition. We draw a formal analogy between neural networks used
in machine learning and models of cellular decision-making (adaptive proofreading). We apply
attacks from machine learning to simple decision-making models, and show explicitly the correspon-
dence to antagonism by weakly bound ligands. Such antagonism is absent in more nonlinear models,
which inspired us to implement a biomimetic defence in neural networks filtering out adversarial per-
turbations. We then apply a gradient-descent approach from machine learning to different cellular
decision-making models, and we reveal the existence of two regimes characterized by the presence or
absence of a critical point for the gradient. This critical point causes the strongest antagonists to lie
close to the decision boundary. This is validated in the loss landscapes of robust neural networks and
cellular decision-making models, and observed experimentally for immune cells. For both regimes,
we explain how associated defence mechanisms shape the geometry of the loss landscape, and why
different adversarial attacks are effective in different regimes. Our work connects evolved cellular
decision-making to machine learning, and motivates the design of a general theory of adversarial
perturbations, both for in vivo and in silico systems.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning is becoming increasingly popular with
major advances coming from deep neural networks [1].
Deep learning has improved the state-of-the-art in au-
tomated tasks like image processing [2], speech recog-
nition [3] and machine translation [4], and has already
seen a wide range of applications in research and indus-
try. Despite their success, neural networks suffer from
blind spots: small perturbations added to unambiguous
samples may lead to misclassification [5]. Such adver-
sarial examples are most obvious in image recognition,
for example, a panda is misclassified as a gibbon or a
handwritten 3 as a 7 [6]. Real world scenarios exist, like
adversarial road signs fooling computer vision algorithms
(Fig. 1 A) [7], or adversarial perturbations on medical im-
ages triggering incorrect diagnosis [8]. Worse, adversarial
examples are often transferable across algorithms (see [9]
for a recent review), and certain universal perturbations
fool any algorithm. [10].
Categorization and inference are also tasks found in cellu-
lar decision-making [11]. For instance, T cells have to dis-
criminate between foreign and self ligands which is chal-
lenging since foreign ligands might not be very different
biochemically from self ligands [12, 13]. Decision-making
in an immune context is equally prone to detrimental
perturbations in a phenomenon called ligand antagonism
[14]. Antagonism appears to be a general feature of cel-
lular decision-makers: it has been observed in T cells
[15], mast cells [16] and other recognition processes like
olfactory sensing [17, 18].
There is a natural analogy to draw between decision-
making in machine learning and in biology. In machine
learning terms, cellular decision-making is similar to a
classifier. Furthermore, in both artificial and cellular
decision-making, targeted perturbations lead to faulty
decisions even in the presence of a clear ground truth sig-
nal. As a consequence, arms races are observed in both
systems. Mutating agents might systematically explore
ways to fool the immune cells via antagonism, as has
been proposed in the HIV case [19–21]. Recent examples
might include neoantigens in cancer [22, 23] which are im-
plicated in tumour immunoediting and escape from the
immune system. Those medical examples are reminis-
cent of how adversaries could generate black box attacks
aimed at fooling neural networks [7]. Strategies for prov-
able defenses or robust detection of adversarial examples
[24, 25] are currently developed in machine learning, but
we are still far from a general solution.
In the following, we draw a formal correspondence be-
tween biophysical models of cellular decision-making dis-
playing antagonism on the one hand, and adversarial
examples in machine learning on the other hand. We
show how simple attacks in machine learning mathemat-
ically correspond to antagonism by many weakly bound
ligands in cellular decision-making. Inspired by kinetic
proofreading in cellular decision-making, we implement
a biomimetic defence for digit classifiers, and we demon-
strate how these robust classifiers exhibit similar behav-
ior to the nonlinear adaptive proofreading models. Fi-
nally, we explore the geometry of the decision bound-
ary for adaptive proofreading, and observe how a critical
point in the gradient dynamics emerges in networks ro-
bust to adversarial perturbations. Recent findings in ma-
chine learning [26] confirm the existence of two regimes,
which are separated by a large nonlinearity in the acti-
vation function. This inspired us to define two categories
of attack (high-dimensional, small amplitude and low-
dimensional, large amplitude) both for models of cellular
decision-making and neural networks. Our work suggests
the existence of a unified theory of adversarial perturba-
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FIG. 1. Ligand discrimination and digit recognition tasks (A) Adversarial examples on digits and roadsigns. Reproduced
from [7]. Left column displays original images with categories recognized by machine learning algorithms, right column displays
images containing targeted perturbations leading to misclassification. (B) Schematics of ligand binding events showing typical
receptor occupancy through some observed time during cellular decision-making using T cell terminology (“self vs non-self”).
The colored bars corresponds to self (green), antagonist (orange) and non-self (blue) ligands binding to receptors. Their lengths
are indicative of the binding time τi, whereas their rate of binding measures the on-rate k
on
i . (C) Different ligand distributions
give different response. The vertical dotted line indicates quality τd. Decision should be to activate if one observes ligands with
τ > τd, so on the right of the dotted line. In an immune context, T cells responds to ligand distributions of agonists alone and
agonists in the presence of non-agonists (with very small binding times τ), while the T cell fails to respond if there are too
many ligands just below threshold τd.
tions for both evolved and artificial decision-makers.
Adaptive proofreading for cellular decision-making
Cellular decision-making in our context refers to classi-
fication of biological ligands in two categories, e.g. “self
vs non-self” in immunology, or “agonist vs non-agonist”
in physiology [13, 27, 28]. For most of those cases, quali-
tative distinctions rely on differences in a continuously
varying property (typically a biochemical parameter).
Thus it is convenient to rank different ligands based on a
parameter (notation τ) that we will call quality. Mathe-
matically, a cell needs to decide if it is exposed to ligands
with quality τ > τd, where τd is the quality at the de-
cision threshold. Such ligands triggering response are
called agonists. A general problem then is to consider
cellular decision-making based on ligand quality irrespec-
tive of ligand quantity (notation L). An example can
be found in immune recognition with the lifetime dogma
[13], where it is assumed that a T cell discriminates lig-
ands based on their characteristic binding time τ to T cell
receptors (this is of course an approximation and other
parameters might also play a role in defining quality, see
[29–31]). Ligand discrimination is a nontrivial problem
for the cell, which does not measure single-binding events
but only has access to global quantities such as the total
number of bound receptors (Fig. 1 B). The challenge is
to ignore many subthreshold ligands (τ < τd) while re-
sponding to few agonist ligands with τ > τd [13, 15, 32].
In particular, it is known experimentally in many dif-
ferent contexts that addition of antagonistic subthresh-
old ligands can impair proper decision-making (Fig. 1 C)
[15–17].
To model cellular decision-making, we will use the gen-
eral class of “adaptive sorting” or “adaptive proofread-
ing” models, which account for many aspects of immune
recognition [14, 33], and can be shown to capture all rel-
evant features of such cellular decision-making close to a
3decision threshold [34]. An example of such a model is
displayed in Fig. 2 A. Importantly, we have shown previ-
ously that many other biochemical models present similar
properties for the steady-state response as a function of
the input ligand distribution [35]. In the following we
summarize the most important mathematical properties
of such models. An analysis of the detailed biochemical
kinetics of the model of Fig. 2 A is presented in Appendix
S1.
We assume an idealized situation where a given recep-
tor i, upon ligand binding (on-rate koni , binding time
τi) can exist in N biochemical states (corresponding to
phosphorylation stages of the receptor tails in the im-
mune context [36, 37]). Those states allow the recep-
tor to effectively compute different quantities, such as
cin = k
on
i τ
n
i , 0 ≤ n ≤ N , which can be done with ki-
netic proofreading [36, 38, 39]. In particular, ligands with
larger τ give a relatively larger value of ciN due to the ge-
ometric amplification associated with proofreading steps.
We assume receptors to be identical, so that any down-
stream receptor processing by the cell must be done on
the sum(s) Cn =
∑
i c
i
n =
∑
i k
on
i τ
n
i . We also consider
a quenched situation in which only one ligand is locally
available for binding to every receptor. In reality, there
is a constant motion of ligands, such that koni and τi are
functions of time and stochastic treatments are required
[11, 40, 41], but on the time-scale of primary decision-
making it is reasonable to assume that the ligand distri-
bution does not change much [15].
Adaptive proofreading models rely on an incoherent feed-
forward loop, where an output is at the same time acti-
vated and repressed by bound ligands via two different
branches in a biochemical network (Fig. 2 A). An explicit
biochemical example is shown on the right panel of Fig. 2
A. Here, activation occurs through a kinetic proofread-
ing cascade (green arrow/box), and repression through
the inactivation of a kinase by the same cascade (red ar-
row/box). The branches engage in a tug-of-war, which
we describe below.
For simplicity, let us first assume that only one type of
ligands with binding time τ and on rate kon are presented.
We call L the quantity of ligands. Then, in absence of
saturation, the total number of n-th complex Cn of the
proofreading cascade along the activation branch will be
proportional to konLτ
n. This is the activation part of
the network where the response is activated.
We now assume that the m-th complex of the cascades
are inactivating a kinase K specific to Cm, so that K ∝
(konLτ
m)−1 for L big enough. This is the repression
part of the network. K is assumed to diffuse freely and
rapidly between receptors so that it effectively integrates
information all over the cell (recent work quantified how
this crosstalk can indeed improve detection [42]). m is
an important parameter that we will vary to compare
different models. K then catalyzes the phosphorylation
of the final complex of the cascade so that we have for
the total number CN
C˙N = KCN−1 − τ−1CN . (1)
and at steady state
CN ∝ k
onLτN
konLτm
= τN−m (2)
The L dependence cancels, and CN is a function of τ
alone. From this, it is clear that ligand classification
can be done purely based on CN , the total number of
complexes, which is a measure of ligand quality. In
this situation, it is easy to define a threshold τN−md
that governs cell activation (CN > τ
N−m
d ) or quiescence
(CN < τ
N−m
d ). Biochemically, this can be done via the
digital activation of another kinase shared between all
receptors [15, 33].
This model can be easily generalized to a mixture of lig-
ands with different qualities. To do so, in the previous
derivations all quantities accounting for the total complex
Cn of the form konLτ
n can be replaced by
∑
i k
on
i Liτ
N
i ,
calling Li the quantity of ligands with identical k
on
i , τi.
We then define the generalized output of the biochemical
network as
TN,m =
∑
i k
on
i Liτ
N
i∑
i k
on
i Liτ
m
i
. (3)
Similar equations for an output TN,m can be derived for
many types of networks, as described in [35]. For this
reason we will focus in the following on the properties of
TN,m, forgetting about the internal biochemistry giving
rise to this behaviour. Notice here that by construction
N > m > 1, but other cases are posssible with different
biochemistry, for instance examples in olfaction corre-
spond to the case N = 1,m = 0 [17] (see also another
example in [34]) . Also notice that if kinetic parameters
of the ligands are not identical, the dependence on Li
does not cancel out, which will be the origin of most of
the key phenomena described below.
Fig. 2 B shows theoretical and experimental curves of
a realistic adaptive proofreading model (including mini-
mum concentration for repression of kinase K, etc. see
Appendix S2 for full model and parameter values). We
have chosen (N,m) = (4, 2) so that the qualitative fea-
tures of the theoretical curves match the experimental
curves best. Adaptive proofreading models give dose re-
sponse curves plateauing at different values as a function
of parameter τ , allowing to perform sensitive and spe-
cific measurement of this parameter. For small τ (e.g.
τ = 3 s), one never reaches the detection threshold (dot-
ted line on Fig. 2 B, left panel) even for many ligands.
For slightly bigger τ = 10 s > τd, the curve is shifted up
so that detection is made even for a small concentration
of agonists.
Nontrivial effects appear if we consider mixtures of lig-
ands with different qualities. Then the respective com-
putation made by the activation and repression branch of
the network depend in different ways on the distribution
of the presented ligand binding times. For instance, if we
now add La antagonists with lower binding time τa < τ
and equal on-rate kon, we have TN,m =
LτN+Laτ
N
a
Lτm+Laτma
, which
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5
Biochemical principle Biochemical example
L R+
KK⇤
1/⌧
ReLU : F (x) = max (0, x) (1)
RePn : F (x) = max (0, x
n 1) (2)
ai = F (W
µ
i xµ) (3)
(L, ⌧)! L⌧k, k 2 [0, ..., N ] (4)
aj =
X
i
Fn(W
ij
1 xi) (5)
Tn(x) =
X
j
Fn
⇣
W j2 a
j
⌘
(6)
RePn : Fn(x) = max (0, x
n) (7)
C˙m = RL1   (⌧ 11 +  K)Cm (8)
C˙N =  KCm   ⌧ 11 CN (9)
D˙m = RL2   (⌧ 12 +  K)Dm (10)
D˙N =  KDm   ⌧ 12 DN (11)
K˙ = ✏(KT  K)   (Cm +Dm)K (12)
TN,m(⌧1, ⌧2) = CN +DN =
⌧N1 L1 + ⌧
N
2 L2
⌧m1 L1 + ⌧
m
2 L2
(13)
TN,m(⌧1, ⌧2) =
L1 +
⇣
⌧2
⌧1
⌘N
L2
L1 +
⇣
⌧2
⌧1
⌘m
L2
⌧N m1 (14)
⌧ i+12 = ⌧
i
2   ✏
@TN,m(⌧1, ⌧2)
@⌧2
    
⌧2=⌧ i2
(15)
T i+1N,m = TN,m(⌧1, ⌧
i+1
2 ) (16)
T boundaryN,m = TN,m(⌧1, ⌧
final
2 ) = ⌧
N m
c (17)
TN,m
L⌧N
L⌧m + ✏
(18)
1
CN
1/⌧ 1/⌧ 1/⌧
C1
<latexit sha1_base64="8vaGAJxM/kqvvCe8BfBPx8rdJ/w=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+R QUbm8UgWIU7Gy2DaSwTNB+QHHFvs5cs2ds7dueEcOQn2FgoYusvsrPxt7j5KDTxwcDjvRlm5gWJFAZd98vJra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B8XDo6aJU814g8Uy1u2AGi6F4g0UKHk70ZxGgeStYFSd+q1Hro2I1T 2OE+5HdKBEKBhFK91Ve16vWHLL7gxklXgLUqqc1L8fAKDWK352+zFLI66QSWpMx3MT9DOqUTDJJ4VuanhC2YgOeMdSRSNu/Gx26oScW6VPwljbUkhm6u+JjEbGjKPAdkYUh2bZm4r/eZ0Uw2s/EypJkSs 2XxSmkmBMpn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjadgg3BW355lTQvy55b9uo2jRuYIw+ncAYX4MEVVOAWatAABgN4ghd4daTz7Lw57/PWnLOYOYY/cD5+AEhKj0w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7HxFvk9mDPz+DmtGKm0ZiKqLTP0=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+o oKNzWAQrMKujZYhaSwTNA9IljA7mSRDZmeXmbtCWPIJNhaK2Nr6F36BnY3f4uRRaOKBC4dz7uXee4JYCoOu++Vk1tY3Nrey27md3b39g/zhUcNEiWa8ziIZ6VZADZdC8ToKlLwVa07DQPJmMKpM/eY910 ZE6g7HMfdDOlCiLxhFK91Wul43X3CL7gxklXgLUiid1L7Fe/mj2s1/dnoRS0KukElqTNtzY/RTqlEwySe5TmJ4TNmIDnjbUkVDbvx0duqEnFulR/qRtqWQzNTfEykNjRmHge0MKQ7NsjcV//PaCfav/VS oOEGu2HxRP5EEIzL9m/SE5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK06eRsCN7yy6ukcVn03KJXs2mUYY4snMIZXIAHV1CCG6hCHRgM4AGe4NmRzqPz4rzOWzPOYuYY/sB5+wGZi5EI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7HxFvk9mDPz+DmtGKm0ZiKqLTP0=">AAAB6nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+o oKNzWAQrMKujZYhaSwTNA9IljA7mSRDZmeXmbtCWPIJNhaK2Nr6F36BnY3f4uRRaOKBC4dz7uXee4JYCoOu++Vk1tY3Nrey27md3b39g/zhUcNEiWa8ziIZ6VZADZdC8ToKlLwVa07DQPJmMKpM/eY910 ZE6g7HMfdDOlCiLxhFK91Wul43X3CL7gxklXgLUiid1L7Fe/mj2s1/dnoRS0KukElqTNtzY/RTqlEwySe5TmJ4TNmIDnjbUkVDbvx0duqEnFulR/qRtqWQzNTfEykNjRmHge0MKQ7NsjcV//PaCfav/VS oOEGu2HxRP5EEIzL9m/SE5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK06eRsCN7yy6ukcVn03KJXs2mUYY4snMIZXIAHV1CCG6hCHRgM4AGe4NmRzqPz4rzOWzPOYuYY/sB5+wGZi5EI</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="opnZnQkEUqZEjFQ/EKPeJ1IMiV4=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0m86LHYi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9xm+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7p6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WDaXPjdJ1Sax/LRzB L0IzqWPOSMGis9NIfesFpz624Osk68gtSgQGtY/RqMYpZGKA0TVOu+5ybGz6gynAmcVwapxoSyKR1j31JJI9R+lp86JxdWGZEwVrakIbn6eyKjkdazKLCdETUTveotxP+8fmrCGz/jMkkNSrZcFKaCmJg s/iYjrpAZMbOEMsXtrYRNqKLM2HQqNgRv9eV10rmqe27du3drjdsijjKcwTlcggfX0IA7aEEbGIzhGV7hzRHOi/PufCxbS04xcwp/4Hz+ALmjjWc=</latexit>
CN 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Q1KUIXWP550R4D9eWIn/UFzUaJQ=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLa BByMex60WMwF08SwTwgWcLsZDYZMju7zPQKYclHePGgiFc/w2/w5od4d/I4aGJBQ1HVTXdXkEhh0HW/nJXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2+/cHDYMHGqGa+zWMa6FVDDpVC8jgIlbyWa0yiQvBkMqxO/+cC1EbG6x1HC/Yj2lQg Fo2ilZrWb3Z57426h6JbdKcgy8eakWDkpfX8AQK1b+Oz0YpZGXCGT1Ji25yboZ1SjYJKP853U8ISyIe3ztqWKRtz42fTcMTmzSo+EsbalkEzV3xMZjYwZRYHtjCgOzKI3Ef/z2imGV34mVJIiV2y2KEwlwZhMfic9o TlDObKEMi3srYQNqKYMbUJ5G4K3+PIyaVyUPbfs3dk0rmGGHBzDKZTAg0uowA3UoA4MhvAIz/DiJM6T8+q8zVpXnPnMEfyB8/4Di9aRQA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="67A3IqxMkWdSPqp2UEYKfx3h+Cc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eR oMQD4ZdL3oM5uJJIpgHJEuYnUySIbOzy0yvEJZ8g3jxoIhXv8NP8OaHeHfyOGi0oKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6n05maXlldS27ntvY3Nreye/u1U2UaMZrLJKRbgbUcCkUr6FAyZux5jQMJG8Ew8rEb9xxbUSkbnEUcz+kfSV 6glG0UqPSSa9PvXEnX3BL7hTkL/HmpFA+LH6937dPqp38R7sbsSTkCpmkxrQ8N0Y/pRoFk3ycayeGx5QNaZ+3LFU05MZPp+eOybFVuqQXaVsKyVT9OZHS0JhRGNjOkOLALHoT8T+vlWDvwk+FihPkis0W9RJJMCKT3 0lXaM5QjiyhTAt7K2EDqilDm1DOhuAtvvyX1M9KnlvybmwalzBDFg7gCIrgwTmU4QqqUAMGQ3iAJ3h2YufReXFeZ60ZZz6zD7/gvH0D/7OSVg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="67A3IqxMkWdSPqp2UEYKfx3h+Cc=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eR oMQD4ZdL3oM5uJJIpgHJEuYnUySIbOzy0yvEJZ8g3jxoIhXv8NP8OaHeHfyOGi0oKGo6qa7K4ilMOi6n05maXlldS27ntvY3Nreye/u1U2UaMZrLJKRbgbUcCkUr6FAyZux5jQMJG8Ew8rEb9xxbUSkbnEUcz+kfSV 6glG0UqPSSa9PvXEnX3BL7hTkL/HmpFA+LH6937dPqp38R7sbsSTkCpmkxrQ8N0Y/pRoFk3ycayeGx5QNaZ+3LFU05MZPp+eOybFVuqQXaVsKyVT9OZHS0JhRGNjOkOLALHoT8T+vlWDvwk+FihPkis0W9RJJMCKT3 0lXaM5QjiyhTAt7K2EDqilDm1DOhuAtvvyX1M9KnlvybmwalzBDFg7gCIrgwTmU4QqqUAMGQ3iAJ3h2YufReXFeZ60ZZz6zD7/gvH0D/7OSVg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1wv52wxVSnfAgYB/Xixbj6ELr/8=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tF oNgY7iziWUwjZVEMB+QHGFvM5cs2ds7dveEcORH2FgoYuvvsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFySCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wacz9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2 VOo1Bdn/lzQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0B+Wv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLc2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvPfyZArZEZMLaFMc XsrYWOqKDM2oZINwVt9eZ20r6ueW/Ue3Er9No+jCGdwDpfgQQ3qcAdNaAGDCTzDK7w5ifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz+FsY8C</latexit>
L, ⌧
<latexit sha1_base64="wSePjryUe31YzBuZBIB uKzCrMws=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS21WAyChYQ7Gy2DNhYWCZgPSI6wt9lL1uztHbtzQjjyH2w sFLH1L/g77Oz8KW4SC018MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XRyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2TnF3r2HiVDNeZ7GMdSughkuhe B0FSt5KNKdRIHkzGF5N/OY910bE6hZHCfcj2lciFIyilRo3px2kabdYcsvuFGSReD+kVDl8r30BQLVb/Oj 0YpZGXCGT1Ji25yboZ1SjYJKPC53U8ISyIe3ztqWKRtz42fTaMTm2So+EsbalkEzV3xMZjYwZRYHtjCgO zLw3Ef/z2imGF34mVJIiV2y2KEwlwZhMXic9oTlDObKEMi3srYQNqKYMbUAFG4I3//IiaZyVPbfs1Wwalz BDHg7gCE7Ag3OowDVUoQ4M7uABnuDZiZ1H58V5nbXmnJ+ZffgD5+0bMdiRFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bnKUMvhJv8jzU5s9i/M ALlGXj0A=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opaKDAbBQsKujZZBGwuLBMwDkiXMTmaTMbMzy8ysEJaU9jY Witj6C/kOO7/Bn3DyKDTxwIXDOfdy7z1BzJk2rvvlZJaWV1bXsuu5jc2t7Z387l5Ny0QRWiWSS9UIsKacC Vo1zHDaiBXFUcBpPehfj/36A1WaSXFnBjH1I9wVLGQEGyvVbs9aBiftfMEtuhOgReLNSKF0OKp8Px6Nyu3 8Z6sjSRJRYQjHWjc9NzZ+ipVhhNNhrpVoGmPSx13atFTgiGo/nVw7RCdW6aBQKlvCoIn6eyLFkdaDKLCd ETY9Pe+Nxf+8ZmLCSz9lIk4MFWS6KEw4MhKNX0cdpigxfGAJJorZWxHpYYWJsQHlbAje/MuLpHZe9NyiV7 FpXMEUWTiAYzgFDy6gBDdQhioQuIcneIFXRzrPzpvzPm3NOLOZffgD5+MHEB2Sew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bnKUMvhJv8jzU5s9i/M ALlGXj0A=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opaKDAbBQsKujZZBGwuLBMwDkiXMTmaTMbMzy8ysEJaU9jY Witj6C/kOO7/Bn3DyKDTxwIXDOfdy7z1BzJk2rvvlZJaWV1bXsuu5jc2t7Z387l5Ny0QRWiWSS9UIsKacC Vo1zHDaiBXFUcBpPehfj/36A1WaSXFnBjH1I9wVLGQEGyvVbs9aBiftfMEtuhOgReLNSKF0OKp8Px6Nyu3 8Z6sjSRJRYQjHWjc9NzZ+ipVhhNNhrpVoGmPSx13atFTgiGo/nVw7RCdW6aBQKlvCoIn6eyLFkdaDKLCd ETY9Pe+Nxf+8ZmLCSz9lIk4MFWS6KEw4MhKNX0cdpigxfGAJJorZWxHpYYWJsQHlbAje/MuLpHZe9NyiV7 FpXMEUWTiAYzgFDy6gBDdQhioQuIcneIFXRzrPzpvzPm3NOLOZffgD5+MHEB2Sew==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u5cUlWXbLuEBzpS6VLH qfzoOSfI=">AAAB7XicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhAsJNzZaBm0sbCIYD4gOcLeZpOs2ds9dueEcOQ/2Fg oYuv/sfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyVSWPT9b29ldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bLx0cNqxODeN1pqU2rYhaLoXidRQoe SsxnMaR5M1odDP1m0/cWKHVA44THsZ0oERfMIpOatydd5Cm3VLZr/gzkGUS5KQMOWrd0lenp1kac4VMUmv bgZ9gmFGDgkk+KXZSyxPKRnTA244qGnMbZrNrJ+TUKT3S18aVQjJTf09kNLZ2HEeuM6Y4tIveVPzPa6fY vwozoZIUuWLzRf1UEtRk+jrpCcMZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6AIquhCCxZeXSeOiEviV4N4vV6/zOApwDCdwBg FcQhVuoQZ1YPAIz/AKb572Xrx372PeuuLlM0fwB97nDyHejtA=</latexit>
L⌧N
<latexit sha1_base64="j4VO3NP8QjSbF9LUe87 CBdNlmeE=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3rLWppMxgEq7Bro40YtLEQiWAukKxhdjKbDJmdXWbOCiEEfAU bC0VsfRN7O9/GyaXQxB8GPv7/HOacE6ZSGPS8b2dhcWl5ZTW35q5vbG5t53d2qybJNOMVlshE10NquBSKV 1Cg5PVUcxqHktfC3uUorz1wbUSi7rCf8iCmHSUiwShaq3bdRJrd37TyBa/ojUXmwZ9C4fzTPXsEgHIr/9V sJyyLuUImqTEN30sxGFCNgkk+dJuZ4SllPdrhDYuKxtwEg/G4Q3JonTaJEm2fQjJ2f3cMaGxMPw5tZUyx a2azkflf1sgwOg0GQqUZcsUmH0WZJJiQ0e6kLTRnKPsWKNPCzkpYl2rK0F7ItUfwZ1eeh+px0feK/q1XKF 3ARDnYhwM4Ah9OoARXUIYKMOjBE7zAq5M6z86b8z4pXXCmPXvwR87HD3tZkSc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J84zyKiT96J75TfTtxr jsYcrIWo=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdG23EoI2FSARzgWQNs5PZZMjs7DAzK4QlD2F joYiFjW9ibyO+jZNLoYk/DHz8/znMOSeUnGnjed9ObmFxaXklv+qurW9sbhW2d2o6SRWhVZLwRDVCrClng lYNM5w2pKI4Djmth/2LUV6/p0qzRNyagaRBjLuCRYxgY636Vcvg9O66XSh6JW8sNA/+FIpnH+6pfPtyK+3 CZ6uTkDSmwhCOtW76njRBhpVhhNOh20o1lZj0cZc2LQocUx1k43GH6MA6HRQlyj5h0Nj93ZHhWOtBHNrK GJuens1G5n9ZMzXRSZAxIVNDBZl8FKUcmQSNdkcdpigxfGABE8XsrIj0sMLE2Au59gj+7MrzUDsq+V7Jv/ GK5XOYKA97sA+H4MMxlOESKlAFAn14gCd4dqTz6Lw4r5PSnDPt2YU/ct5/AGzokps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J84zyKiT96J75TfTtxr jsYcrIWo=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdG23EoI2FSARzgWQNs5PZZMjs7DAzK4QlD2F joYiFjW9ibyO+jZNLoYk/DHz8/znMOSeUnGnjed9ObmFxaXklv+qurW9sbhW2d2o6SRWhVZLwRDVCrClng lYNM5w2pKI4Djmth/2LUV6/p0qzRNyagaRBjLuCRYxgY636Vcvg9O66XSh6JW8sNA/+FIpnH+6pfPtyK+3 CZ6uTkDSmwhCOtW76njRBhpVhhNOh20o1lZj0cZc2LQocUx1k43GH6MA6HRQlyj5h0Nj93ZHhWOtBHNrK GJuens1G5n9ZMzXRSZAxIVNDBZl8FKUcmQSNdkcdpigxfGABE8XsrIj0sMLE2Au59gj+7MrzUDsq+V7Jv/ GK5XOYKA97sA+H4MMxlOESKlAFAn14gCd4dqTz6Lw4r5PSnDPt2YU/ct5/AGzokps=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yt8gUw2GNyfstvj1gpx hD/pRpT8=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5sTBm0sRCJYD4gOcPeZi9Zsrd37M4J4ciPsLF QxNbfY+e/cZNcoYkPBh7vzTAzL0ikMOi6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etUycasabLJax7gTUcCkUb6JAy TuJ5jQKJG8H4+uZ337i2ohYPeAk4X5Eh0qEglG0Uvu2hzR9vOuXK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ 1puu5CfoZ1SiY5NNSLzU8oWxMh7xrqaIRN342P3dKzqwyIGGsbSkkc/X3REYjYyZRYDsjiiOz7M3E/7xu imHNz4RKUuSKLRaFqSQYk9nvZCA0ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKFNqGRD8JZfXiWti6rnVr17t1K/yuMowgmcwj l4cAl1uIEGNIHBGJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx8MIY9a</latexit>
L⌧m
<latexit sha1_base64="uz3xWoMshHTO+GtvEKR b2FNtn70=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EgWIVdG23EoI2FRQRzgWQNs5PZZMjs7DJzVggh4Cv YWChi65vY2/k2Ti6FJv4w8PH/5zDnnDCVwqDnfTu5peWV1bX8uruxubW9U9jdq5kk04xXWSIT3Qip4VIoX kWBkjdSzWkcSl4P+1fjvP7AtRGJusNByoOYdpWIBKNorfpNC2l2H7cLRa/kTUQWwZ9B8eLTPX8EgEq78NX qJCyLuUImqTFN30sxGFKNgkk+cluZ4SllfdrlTYuKxtwEw8m4I3JknQ6JEm2fQjJxf3cMaWzMIA5tZUyx Z+azsflf1swwOguGQqUZcsWmH0WZJJiQ8e6kIzRnKAcWKNPCzkpYj2rK0F7ItUfw51dehNpJyfdK/q1XLF /CVHk4gEM4Bh9OoQzXUIEqMOjDE7zAq5M6z86b8z4tzTmznn34I+fjB6pVkUY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1L7ZVl9LqwdWGiv827R UQFMK4tg=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y2ut6ilzWAQrMKujTZi0MbCIoK5QLKG2ckkGTIzO8ycFcKSh7C xUMTCxjextxHfxklioYk/DHz8/znMOSfWglsIgi8vt7C4tLySX/XX1jc2twrbOzWbpIayKk1EYhoxsUxwx arAQbCGNozIWLB6PLgY5/U7ZixP1A0MNYsk6Sne5ZSAs+pXLSDprWwXikEpmAjPQ/gDxbN3/1S/fvqVduG j1UloKpkCKoi1zTDQEGXEAKeCjfxWapkmdEB6rOlQEclslE3GHeED53RwNzHuKcAT93dHRqS1Qxm7Skmg b2ezsflf1kyhexJlXOkUmKLTj7qpwJDg8e64ww2jIIYOCDXczYppnxhCwV3Id0cIZ1eeh9pRKQxK4XVQLJ +jqfJoD+2jQxSiY1RGl6iCqoiiAbpHj+jJ096D9+y9TEtz3k/PLvoj7+0bm+SSug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1L7ZVl9LqwdWGiv827R UQFMK4tg=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y2ut6ilzWAQrMKujTZi0MbCIoK5QLKG2ckkGTIzO8ycFcKSh7C xUMTCxjextxHfxklioYk/DHz8/znMOSfWglsIgi8vt7C4tLySX/XX1jc2twrbOzWbpIayKk1EYhoxsUxwx arAQbCGNozIWLB6PLgY5/U7ZixP1A0MNYsk6Sne5ZSAs+pXLSDprWwXikEpmAjPQ/gDxbN3/1S/fvqVduG j1UloKpkCKoi1zTDQEGXEAKeCjfxWapkmdEB6rOlQEclslE3GHeED53RwNzHuKcAT93dHRqS1Qxm7Skmg b2ezsflf1kyhexJlXOkUmKLTj7qpwJDg8e64ww2jIIYOCDXczYppnxhCwV3Id0cIZ1eeh9pRKQxK4XVQLJ +jqfJoD+2jQxSiY1RGl6iCqoiiAbpHj+jJ096D9+y9TEtz3k/PLvoj7+0bm+SSug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lfYRHBwNNtQeuiirIhE n3JUoVCI=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzaWFhEMB+QnGFvs5cs2d07dueEEPIjbCw UsfX32Plv3CRXaOKDgcd7M8zMi1IpLPr+t1dYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHTZtkhvEGS2Ri2hG1XArNGyhQ8 nZqOFWR5K1odDPzW0/cWJHoBxynPFR0oEUsGEUnte66SLNH1StX/Ko/B1klQU4qkKPeK391+wnLFNfIJLW 2E/gphhNqUDDJp6VuZnlK2YgOeMdRTRW34WR+7pScOaVP4sS40kjm6u+JCVXWjlXkOhXFoV32ZuJ/XifD +CqcCJ1myDVbLIozSTAhs99JXxjOUI4docwIdythQ2ooQ5dQyYUQLL+8SpoX1cCvBvd+pXadx1GEEziFcw jgEmpwC3VoAIMRPMMrvHmp9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifPzsdj3k=</latexit>
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FIG. 2. Adaptive proofreading and neural network (A) Left: Adaptive proofreading networks have an activating and
repressing branch with different weights on τ . Right: detailed adaptive proofreading network adapted from [34]. Ligand L
binds to receptor R to form unphosphorylated complex C0. The receptor chain is iteratively phosphorylated until reaching
state CN along the activating branch (green). At every stage Ci, the ligand can unbind from the receptor with ligand-specific
rate τ−1. At Cm, the repressing branch (red) splits by inhibiting the kinase K, which mediates the feedforward mechanism.
(B) Dose-response curves for pure ligand types and mixtures, in both adaptive proofreading models and experiments on T cells
(redrawn from [32]). Details on models and parameters used are given in Appendix S2. For experiments, OVA are agonist
ligands, G4 and E1 are ligands known to be below threshold, but showing clear antagonistic properties. (C) Schematic of the
neural network used for digit recognition. We explicitly show the 4 weight vectors Wi learned in one instance of the training,
the activation function J and an adversarially perturbed sample xadv.)
is smaller than the response τN−m for a single type of lig-
ands, corresponding to ligand antagonis (Fig. 2 B, mid-
dle panel) [14, 15, 43, 44]. In the presence of many ligands
below the threshold of detection, the dose response curve
are simultaneously moved to the right but with a higher
starting point (compared to the reference curve for “ago-
nist alone”), as observed experimentally (Fig. 2 B, right
panel, data redrawn from [32]). Different models have
different antagonistic properties, based on the strength
of the activation bran h (N) relative to the repression
5branch (m). More mathematical details on these models
can be found in [14, 33, 34].
Neural networks for artificial decision-making
We will compare cellular decision-making to decision-
making in machine learning algorithms. We will con-
strain our analysis to binary decision-making (which is
of practical relevance, for instance in medical applica-
tions [8]), using as a case-study image classification from
two types of digits. These images are taken from MNIST
[45], a standard database with 70000 pictures of hand-
written digits. Even for such a simple task, designing a
good classifier is not trivial, since it should be able to
classify irrespective of subtle changes in shapes, intensity
and writing style (i.e. with or without a central bar for
a 7).
A simple machine learning algorithm is logistic regres-
sion. Here, the inner product of the input and a learned
weight vector determines the class of the input. Another
class of machine learning algorithms are feedforward neu-
ral networks: interconnected groups of nodes processing
information layer-wise. We chose to work with neural
networks for several reasons. First, logistic regression
is a limiting case of a neural network without hidden
layers. Second, a neural network with one hidden layer
more closely imitates information processing in cellular
networks, i.e. in the summation over multiple phosphory-
lation states of the receptor-ligand complex (nodes) in a
biochemical network. Third, such an architecture repro-
duces classical results on adversarial perturbations such
as the ones described in [6]. Fig. 2 C introduces the itera-
tive matrix multiplication inside a neural network. Each
neuron i computes wi · x, i ∈ [0, 3], adds bias bi, and
transforms the result with an activation function f(x).
We chose to use a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), which
returns 0 when its input is negative, and the input itself
otherwise. The resulting f(wi ·x+bi) is multiplied by an-
other weight vector with elements ai, summed up with a
bias, defining a scalar quantity x =
∑
i aif(wi ·x+bi)+b′.
Finally, we obtain the score J(x) (a probability between
0 and 1 for the input to belong to a class) by trans-
forming x with the logistic function σ(x). Parameters
of such networks are optimized using classical stochastic
gradient descent within a scikit implementation [46], see
Appendix S2. As an example, in Fig. 2 C, a 7 is correctly
classified by the neural network (J(x) > 0.5), while the
adversarial 7 is classified as a three (J(xadv) < 0.5).
RESULTS
We first summarize the general approach followed to
draw the parallel between machine learning and cellu-
lar decision-making. We will limit ourselves to simple
classifications where a single decision is made, such as
“agonist present vs no agonist present” in biology, or “3
vs 7” in digit recognition. As input samples, we will
consider pictures in machine learning, and ligand distri-
butions in biology. We define a ligand distribution as the
set of concentrations with which the ligands with unique
binding times are present. This corresponds to a pic-
ture that is presented as a histogram of pixel values; the
spatial correlation between pixels is lost, but their mag-
nitude remains preserved. Decision-making on a sample
is then done via a scoring function (or score). This score
is computed either directly by the machine learning al-
gorithm (score J) or by the biochemical network, via the
concentration of a given species (score TN,m). For simple
classifications, the decision is then based on the relative
value of the score above or below some threshold (typi-
cally 0.5 for neural networks where decision is based on
sigmoidal functions, or some fixed value related to the
decision time τd for biochemical networks).
The overall performance of a given classifier depends on
the behavior of the score in the space of possible samples
(i.e. the space of all possible pictures, or the space of all
possible ligand distributions). Both spaces have high di-
mensions: for instance the dimension in the MNIST pic-
ture correspond to number of pixels 28× 28 = 784, while
in immunology ligands can bind to roughly 30000 recep-
tors [15]. The score can thus be thought of as a nonlinear
projection of this high-dimensional space in one dimen-
sion. We will study how the score behaves in relevant
directions in the sample space, and how to change the
corresponding geometry and position of decision bound-
aries (defined as the samples where the score is equal
to the classification threshold). We will show that simi-
lar properties are observed, both close to typical samples
and to the decision boundary. It is important to notice at
this stage that the above considerations are completely
generic on the biology side and are not necessary lim-
ited to, say immune recognition. However, we will show
that adaptive proofreading presents many features remi-
niscent of what is observed in machine learning.
Fast Gradient Sign Method recovers antagonism by
weakly binding ligands
In this framework, from a given sample, an adversarial
perturbation is a small perturbation in sample space giv-
ing a change in score reaching (or crossing) the decision
boundary. We start by mathematically connecting the
simplest class of adversarial examples in machine learn-
ing to antagonism in adaptive proofreading models. We
follow the original Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM)
proposed by [6]. The FGSM computes the local max-
imum adversarial perturbation η =  sgn (∇xJ) (where
sign is taken elementwise). ∇xJ represents the gradi-
ent of the scoring function, categorizing images in two
different categories (such as 3 and 7 in [6]). Its elemen-
twise sign defines an image, that is added to the ini-
tial batch of images with small weight . Examples of
such perturbations are shown in Fig. 2 C (bottom left)
and Fig. S2 A for the 3 vs 7 digit classification problem.
While to the human observer, the perturbation is weak
and only changes the background, naive machine learn-
ing algorithms are completely fooled by the perturbation
and systematically misclassify the digit.
6Coming back to adaptive proofreading models, we apply
FGSM for the computation of a maximally antagonistic
perturbation. To do so, we need to specify the equiva-
lent of pixels in adaptive proofreading models. A natural
choice is to consider parameters associated to each pair
(index i) of receptor/ligands, namely koni (corresponding
to the rate at which ligands bind to receptors, also called
on-rate [47]) and τi (corresponding to quality). If a re-
ceptor i is unoccupied, we set its ki and τi to 0 [48]. We
then compute gradients with respect to these parameters.
As a simple example, we start with the case (N,m) =
(1, 0), which also corresponds to a recently proposed
model for antagonism in olfaction [17], with the role of
kon played by inverse affinity κ−1, the role of τ played by
efficiency η, and the spiking rate of the olfactory receptor
neurons is J(TN,m), that can be interpreted as a scoring
function in the machine learning sense. In this case, T1,0
simply computes the average quality τavg of ligands pre-
sented weighted by koni (models with N > m > 0 give
less intuitive results as will be shown in the following).
It should be noted that while this computation is for-
mally simple, biochemically it requires elaborated inter-
nal interactions, because a cell can not easily disentangle
influence of individual receptors, see [14, 17] for explicit
examples.
Starting from the computation of ∇xJ with respect to
parameters koni and τi, the FGSM perturbation is:
η =  sgn
(
∂τiJ
∂koni J
)
=  sgn(A)sgn
(
koni
τi − T1,0
)
, (4)
where A =
J′(T1,0)∑
koni
> 0. Notice in the above expression
that since derivatives act on different parameters, an 
sized-perturbation of a given parameter is expressed in
its corresponding unit. For simplicity we will not ex-
plicitly write the conversion factor between units (this is
for mathematical convenience and does not impact our
results). From the above expression, we find that an
equivalent maximum adversarial perturbation is given by
three simple rules (Fig. 3 A).
• Decrease all τi by 
• Decrease koni by  for ligands with τi > T1,0
• Increase koni by  for ligands with τi < T1,0
The key relation to adversarial examples from [6] comes
from considering what happens to the unbound receptors
for which both koni and τi are initially 0. Let us consider
a situation with L identical bound ligands with (kon =
1, binding time τ) giving response T before1,0 = τ where
τ itself is of order 1 (i.e. much bigger than the -sized
perturbation on binding time considered in Eq. 4 ). The
three rules above imply that we are to decrease binding
time by , and that all R previously unbound receptors
are now to be bound by ligands with kon = , with small
binding time . We compute the new response to be
T after1,0 =
L(τ − ) + R
L+ R
=
τ − + RL 
1 + RL
(5)
If there are many receptors compared to initial ligands,
and assuming  τ , the relative change
T after1,0 − T before1,0
T before1,0
' −
R
L
1 + RL
(6)
is of order 1 when R ∼ L, giving a decrease compara-
ble to the original response instead of being of order  as
we would naturally expect from small perturbations to
all parameters. Thus, if a detection process is based on
thresholding variable T1,0, a significant decrease can hap-
pen with such perturbation, potentially shutting down
response. Biologically, the limit where R is big corre-
sponds to a strong antagonistic effect of many weakly
bound ligands. Examples can be found in mast cell re-
ceptors for immunoglobin: weakly binding ligands have
been suggested to impinge a critical kinase thus prevent-
ing high affinity ligands to trigger response [16], a so-
called “dog in the manger” effect. Another example is
likely found in detection by NK cells [27]. A similar ef-
fect called “competitive antagonism” is also observed in
olfaction where ligands with strong inverse affinity can
impinge action of other ligands [17]. One difference in
olfaction is that for competitive antagonism, the concen-
tration C is of order 1 while the affinity κ−1 is big, con-
versely, here the concentration R is big while kon is low.
Since we consider the product of both terms, both sit-
uations lead to similar effects, but our focus on a small
change of kon makes the comparison with machine learn-
ing more direct.
Behaviour across boundaries in sample space and
adversarial perturbations
To further illustrate the correspondence, we compare the
behaviour of a trained neural network classifying 3s and
7s with the adaptive proofreading model (N,m) = (1, 0)
for more general samples. We build linear interpolations
between two samples on either side of the decision bound-
ary for both cases (Fig. 3 C–F, linear interpolation factor
f varying between 0 and 1). This interpolation is the
most direct way in sample spaces to connect objects in
two different categories. The neural network classifies lin-
early interpolated digits, while the adaptive proofreading
model classifies gradually changing ligand distributions.
We plot the output of the neural network x just before
taking the sigmoid function σ defined in Fig. 2 C and
similarly, we plot TN,m/τd − 1 for adaptive proofreading
models. In both cases the decision is thus based on the
sign of the considered quantity. In the absence of ad-
versarial/antagonistic perturbations, for both cases, we
see that the score of the system almost linearly inter-
polates between values on either side of the classifica-
tion boundary (top panel of Fig. 3 D, F, blue curves).
However, in the presence of adversarial/antagonistic per-
turbations, the entire response is shifted way below the
decision boundary (top panel of Fig. 3 D, F, red curves),
so that in particular the initial samples at f = 0 (image
of 7 or ligand distribution above threshold) are strongly
misclassified.
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⌧1 = 10 (31)
⌧c = 4 (32)
✏ = 3000 (33)
x = (1  f)~7 + f ~3 (34)
xadv = (1  f)~7 + f ~3  ✏rxJ (x, ✓) (35)
 N,✓(x) =
xN
xN + ✓N
(36)
 N,✓(x) (37)
 N,✓(xadv) (38)
L = (1  f)~Lag + f~La (39)
Ladv = (1  f)~Lag + f~La + ~Lself (40)
(N,m) = (1, 0) (41)
(N,m) = (2, 1) (42)
8i, @⌧iT1,0 > 0 (43)
⌧ < ⌧c := { , }, @koni T1,0 < 0 (44)
⌧ > ⌧c := { }, @koni T1,0 > 0 (45)
L⇥ (kon = 1, ⌧) (46)
R⇥ (kon = ✏, ⌧✏) (47)
J(x) =  
 
3X
i=0
aif (wi · x+ bi) + b0
!
(48)
J(x) > 0.5! x 2 {7} (49)
J(xadv) < 0.5! xadv 2 {3} (50)
4
Addition of R⇥ (kon = ✏, ✏)
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FIG. 3. Schematics of FGSM applied to immune recognition. (A) We compute how to lower the response for the
receptor occupancy through a given period of time by changing koni and τi. Bottom left: increasing k
on
i for ligands with
τi < τd and decreasing k
on
i for ligands with τi > τd reduces the weighted average T1,0 (change in frequency of the colored bars).
Bottom right: decreasing τi for all ligands decreases T1,0 (change in length of the colored bars). (B) Response to non-self
ligands is lowered from T before1,0 to T
after
1,0 upon addition of R ligands with small binding time . (C) Interpolated digits with
and without adversarial perturbation along the interpolation axis between ~7 (f = 0) and ~3 (f = 1). Adversarial perturbations
are computed via the FGSM with  = 0.2. For the biomimetic defence φ(N, θ), we choose N = 5 and θ = 0.5. (D) Scoring
function J(x) on pictures of panel C without (left) and with (right) the biomimetic defence. The classification threshold is
indicated by the dashed green line at J = 0. Samples with J > 0 are classified as 7, otherwise 3. (E) Interpolated ligand
mixtures with and without self ligands along the interpolation axis between agonist (f = 0) and antagonist (f = 1). Here,
(Lag, τag) = (100, 6); (La, τa) = (100, 1); (Lself, τself) = (1000, 0.1) (F) Scoring function on ligand mixtures of panel E for a
naive immune classifier (N,m) = (1, 0) (left) and a robust immune classifier (N,m) = (2, 1) (right). The threshold is indicated
by a dashed green line at TN,m/τd − 1 = 0. TN,m/τd − 1 > 0 corresponds to detection of agonists, below corresponds to
no detection. In both digit recognition and ligand discrimination, the naive networks interpolate the score linearly and are
sensitive to adversarial perturbations, while the score for robust networks is flatter, closer to the initial samples for longer, thus
more resistant to perturbation.
Goodfellow et al. [6] proposed the linearity hypothe-
sis as an explanation for this adversarial effect: adding
η =  sgn (∇xJ) to the image leads to a significant per-
turbation on the scoring function J of order d, with d
the usually high dimensionality of the input space. Thus
many weakly lit up background pixels in the initial image
can conspire to fool the classifier, explaining the signifi-
cant shift in the scoring function in Fig. 3 D top panel.
8This is consistent with the linearity we observe on the in-
terpolation line even without adversarial perturbations.
A more quantitative explanation based on averaging is
given in [49] on a toy-model, that we reproduce below
to further articulate the analogy: after defining a label
y ∈ {−1,+1}, a fixed probability p and a constant η, one
can create a (d+ 1) dimensional feature vector x.
y ∈ {−1,+1}, x1 ∼
{
+y, w.p. p
−y, w.p. 1− p
x2, . . . , xd+1 ∈ N (ηy, 1)
(7)
From this, Tsipras et al. build a 100% accurate classifier
in the limit of d → ∞ by averaging out the weakly cor-
related features x2, . . . xd, which gives the score favg =
N (ηy, 1d ). Taking the sign of favg will coincide with the
label y with 99% confidence for η ≥ 3/√d. But such
classification can be easily fooled by adding a small per-
turbation  = −2ηy to every component of the features,
since it will shift the average by the same quantity −2ηy,
which can still be small if we take η = O(1/
√
d) [49].
We observe a very similar effect in the simplest adap-
tive proofreading model. The strong shift of the aver-
age T1,0 in Eq. 5 is due to weakly bound receptors R,
which play the same role as the weak features (compo-
nents x2, . . . , xd+1 above), hiding the ground truth given
by ligands of binding time τ (equivalent to x1 above) to
fool the classifier. We also see a similar linearity on the
interpolation in Fig. 3 F top panel. There is thus a di-
rect intuitive correspondence between adversarial exam-
ples in machine learning and many weakly bound ligands.
In both cases, the change of scoring function (and corre-
sponding misclassification) can be large despite the small
amplitude  of the perturbation. Once this perturbation
is added, the system in Fig. 3 still interpolates between
the two scores in a linear way, but with a strong shift due
to the added perturbation.
Biomimetic defence for digit classification inspired
by adaptive sorting
Kinetic proofreading, famously known as the error-
correcting mechanism in DNA replication [38, 39], has
been proposed as a mechanism for ligand discrimina-
tion [36]. In the adaptive proofreading models we are
studying here, kinetic proofreading allows the encoding
of distinct τ dependencies in the activation/repression
branches [33]. The primary effect of kinetic proofreading
is to nonlinearly decrease the relative weight of weakly
bound ligands with small binding times, thus ensuring
defence against antagonism by weakly bound ligands. In-
spired by this idea, we implement a simple defense for
digit classification. Before feeding a picture to the neural
network, we transform individual pixel values xi of image
x with a Hill function as
xi ← φN,θ(xi) = x
N
i
xNi + θ
N
, (8)
where N (coefficient inspired by kinetic proofreading)
and θ ∈ [0, 1] are parameters we choose. Similarly to
the defence of adaptive proofreading where ligands with
small τ are filtered out, this transformation squashes
greyish pixels with values below threshold θ to black pix-
els, see Fig. 3 C bottom panels.
In Fig. 3 D, bottom panel, we show the improved ro-
bustness of the neural network armed with this defence.
Here, the adversarial perturbation is filtered out effi-
ciently. Strikingly, with or without adversarial pertur-
bation, the score now behaves nonlinearly along the in-
terpolation line in sample space: it stays flatter over a
broad range of f until suddenly crossing the boundary
when the digit switches identity (even for a human ob-
server) at f = 0.5. Similarly, for adaptive sorting with
(N,m) = (2, 1), antagonism is removed, and the score ex-
hibits the same behaviour of flatness followed by a sudden
decrease on the interpolation line. Thus, similar defence
displays similar robust behaviour of the score in sample
space.
Gradient dynamics identify two different regimes
The dynamics of the score along a trajectory in sample
space can thus vary a lot as a function of the model con-
sidered. This motivates a more general study of a worst-
case scenario, i.e. gradient descent towards the decision
boundary for different models. Krotov and Hopfield stud-
ied a similar problem for an MNIST digit classifier, en-
coded with generalized Rectified polynomials of variable
degrees n [50] (reminiscent of the iterative FGSM intro-
duced in [51]). The general idea is to find out how to
most efficiently reach the decision boundary, and how this
depends on the architecture of the decision algorithm.
Krotov and Hopfield identified a qualitative change with
increasing n, accompanied by a better resistance to ad-
versarial perturbations [26, 50].
We consider the same problem for adaptive proofread-
ing models, and study the potential-derived dynamics
of binding times for a ligand mixture with identical kon
when following the gradient of TN,m (akin to a potential
in physics). The adversarial goal is to fool the classifier
with a minimal change in a given example (or in bio-
logical terms, how to best antagonize it). We iteratively
change the binding time of non-agonist ligands τ < τd to
τ ← τ − ∂TN,m
∂τ
(9)
while keeping the distribution of agonist ligands with
τ > τd constant. In the immune context, these dynamics
can be thought of as a foreign agent selected by evolution
to antagonize the immune system. Some biological con-
straints will force ligands to stay above threshold, so the
only possible evolutionary strategy is to mutate and gen-
erate antagonists ligands to mask its non-self part. Such
antagonistic phenomena have been proposed as a mecha-
nism for HIV escape [19, 20] and associated vaccine fail-
ure [21]. Similar mechanisms might also be implicated in
the process of tumour immunoediting [23].
9From a given ligand mixture with few ligands above
threshold and many ligands below thresholds, we follow
the dynamics of Eq. 9, and display the ligand distribution
at the decision boundary for different values of N,m as
well as the number of steps to reach the decision bound-
ary in the descent defined by Eq. 9 (Fig. 4, see also Fig. S1
for another example with a visual interpretation). We ob-
serve two qualitatively different dynamics. For m < 2,
we observe strong adversarial effects, as the boundary is
almost immediately reached and the ligand distribution
barely changes. As m increases, in Fig. 4 A the ligands
in the distribution concentrate around one peak. For
m = 2, a qualitative change occurs: the ligands suddenly
spread over a broad range of binding times and the num-
ber of iterations in the gradient dynamics to reach the
boundary drastically increases. For m > 2, the ligand
distribution becomes bimodal, and the ligands close to
τ = 0 barely change, while a subpopulation of ligands
peaks closer to the boundary. Consistent with this, the
number of -sized steps to reach the boundary is 3 to 4
orders of magnitude higher for m > 2 as for m < 2.
Qualitative change in dynamics is due to a critical
point for the gradient
The qualitative change of behaviour observed at m = 2
can be understood by studying the contribution to the
potential TN,m of ligands with very small binding times
τ ∼ 0. Assuming without loss of generality that only
two types of ligands are present (agonists τag > τd and
spurious τspurious = τ), an expansion in τ gives, up to a
constant, TN,m ∝ −τm for small τ (see Fig. 4 B for a rep-
resentation of this potential and Appendix S3 for this cal-
culation). In particular, for 0 < m < 1,
∂TN,m
∂τ
∝ −τm−1
diverges as τ → 0. This corresponds to a steep gradient
of TN,m so that the system quickly reaches the boundary
in this direction. The ligands close to τ ∼ 0 then quickly
localize close to the minimum of this potential (unimodal
distribution of ligand for small m on Fig. 4 A–B).
The potential close to τ ∼ 0 flattens for 1 < m < 2,
but it is only at m = 2 that a critical point for the gra-
dient (i.e. characterized by ∂2TN,m/(∂τ)
2 = 0) appears
at τ = 0. This qualitatively modifies the dynamics de-
fined by Eq. 9. For m ≥ 2, due to the new local flatness
of this gradient, ligands at τ = 0, the dynamical critical
point of Eq. 9, are pinned by the dynamics. By con-
tinuity, dynamics of the ligands slightly above τ = 0
are critically slowed down, making it much more diffi-
cult for them to reach the boundary. This explains both
the sudden broadening of the ligand distribution, and
the associated increase in the number of steps to reach
the decision boundary. Conversely, an inflexion point
(square) appears in between the minimum (circle) and
τ = 0 (Fig. 4 B). Ligands close to the inflexion point
separate and move more quickly towards the minimum
of potential, explaining the bimodality at the boundary
(if we were continue the dynamics past the boundary,
all ligands with non-zero binding times would collapse to
the minimum of the potential). For both larger N and
larger m we obtain flatter potentials, and a larger num-
ber of iterations. In Appendix S4, we further describe
the consequence of adding proofreading steps on the po-
sition of the boundary itself, using another concept of
machine learning called “boundary tilting” [52] (Fig. S2
and Table S1).
Categorization of attacks
The transition at m = 2 is strongly reminiscent of the
transition observed by Krotov and Hopfield in their study
of gradient dynamics similar to Eq. 9 [50]. In both our
works, we see that there are (at least) two kinds of attacks
that can bring samples to the decision boundary. The
FGSM corresponds to small perturbations to the input
in terms of L∞ norm leading to modifications of many
background pixels in [50] or many weakly bound ligands
for the adaptive proofreading case, also similar to the
meaningless changes in x2, . . . xd described above in Eq. 7
[49].
Defence against the FGSM perturbation is implemented
through a higher degree n of the rectified polynomials in
[50], while in adaptive proofreading, this is done through
critical slowing down of the dynamics of Eq. 9 for m > 2.
The latter models are nevertheless sensitive to another
kind of attack with many fewer perturbations of the in-
puts but with bigger magnitude. This corresponds to
digits at the boundary where few well-chosen pixels are
turned on in [50]. For adaptive proofreading models this
leads to the ligand distribution becoming bimodal at the
decision boundary. Three important features are note-
worthy. First, the latter perturbations are difficult to
find through gradient descent (as illustrated by the many
steps to reach the boundary in Fig. 4A). Second, the
perturbations appear to be meaningful: they correspond
to interpretable features and interfere with the original
sample. These perturbations make it difficult or even
impossible to recover the ground truth by inspecting the
sample at the decision boundary. Digits at the boundary
for [50] appear indeed ambiguous to a human observer,
and ligand distribution peaking just below threshold are
potentially misinterpreted biologically due to inherent
noise. This has actually been observed experimentally
in T cells, where strong antagonists are also weak ago-
nists [15, 32], meaning that T cells do not take reliable
decisions in this regime. Lastly, it has been observed in
machine learning that memory capacity considerably in-
creases for high n in [26], due to the local flattening of
the landscape close to memories (ensuring that random
fluctuations do not change memory recovery). A similar
effect in our case is observed: the antagonism potential is
flattened out with increasing N,m so that any spurious
antagonism becomes at the same time less important and
lies closer to the decision boundary.
Biomimetic defenses against few-pixel attacks
It is then worth testing the sensitivity to localized
stronger attacks of digit classifiers, helped again with
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FIG. 4. Characterization of the decision boundary following gradient descent dynamics. (A) Ligand distribution
at the decision boundary by applying iterative gradient descent (top right of the panel) to an initial distribution (top left). For
various cases (N,m) we change the binding time of self ligands along the steepest gradient until reaching the decision boundary.
niter indicates the number of iterations needed to reach the decision boundary. We identify the adversarial regime (red), the
ambiguous regime (green) and a transition (black) depending on m. (B) TN,m for mixtures of ligands at τd and ligands at τ ,
as a function of τ for various (N,m). Antagonism strength is maximal when TN,m is minimal. Minima and inflexion points
are indicated with a circle and square. (C) Few-pixel attack as a way of circumventing proofreading or local contrast defence,
while creating ambiguous digits. We add a 3x3 mean-filter to demonstrate the ambiguity of digits at the decision boundary.
The control image is the mean filtered initial digit combined with the locally contrasted average target digit. Note that also
the control is lacking a clear ground truth.
biomimetic defences. The natural analogy is to imple-
ment attacks based on strong modification of few pixels
[53].
For this problem, we choose to implement a two-tier
biomimetic defence: we implement first the transforma-
tion defined in Eq. 8, that will remove influence of the
FGSM types of perturbations by flattening the local land-
scape as in Fig. 3 D. In addition, we choose to add a
second layer of defence where we simply average out lo-
cally pixel values. This can be interpreted biologically as
a process of receptor clustering or time-averaging. Time-
averaging has been shown to be necessary in a stochastic
version of adaptive proofreading [32, 33], where tempo-
ral intrinsic noise would otherwise make the system cross
the boundary back and forth endlessly. In the machine
learning context, local averaging has been recently pro-
posed as a way to defend against few pixel attacks [54],
which thus can be considered as the analogous of defend-
ing against biochemical noise.
We then train multiple classifiers between different pairs
of handwritten digits. Following the approach of the “one
pixel” attack [53], we consider digits classified in presence
of this two-tier defence, then sequentially fully turn pixels
on or off ranked by their impact on the scoring function,
until we reach the decision boundary. Details on the pro-
cedure are described in Appendix S5. A good defence
would manifest itself similarly to the Krotov-Hopfield
case [50], where no recognizable (or ambiguous) digits
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are observed at the boundary.
Representative results of such few-pixel attacks with
biomimetic defences are illustrated in Fig. 4 C. The “fi-
nal” column shows the misclassified digits after the attack
and the “mean-filter” column shows the local average of
the “final” digits for further comparison, with other ex-
amples shown in Fig. S3 and details on the behaviour of
scoring functions in Fig. S4. Clearly the attacked sam-
ples at the boundaries hide the ground truth of the ini-
tial digit, and as such can not be considered as typical
adversarial perturbations. Samples at the boundary are
out-of-distribution but preserve structure comparable to
written characters (e.g. attacks from 0 to 1 typically look
like a Greek φ, see Fig. S3). This makes them impossible
to classify as Arabic digits even for a human observer.
This is consistent with the ambiguous digits observed for
big n by Krotov and Hopfield [50]. In other cases, sam-
ples at the boundary between two digits actually look
like a third digit: for instance, we see that the sample
at the boundary between a 6 and an 9 looks like a 5
(or a Japanese ち). This observation is consistent with
previous work attempting to interpolate in latent space
between digits [55], where at the boundary a third digit
corresponding to another category may appear. We also
compare in Fig. 4 C the sample seen by the classifier at
the boundary after the biomimetic defences with a “con-
trol” corresponding to the average between the initial
digit and the target of the attack (corresponding to the
interpolation factor f = 0.5 in Fig. 3 C–D). It is then
quite clear that the sample generated by the attack is
rather close to this control boundary image. This, com-
bined with the fact that samples at the boundary still
look like printed characters without clear ground truth
indicate that the few pixel attacks implemented here ac-
tually select for meaningful features. The existence of
meaningful features in the direction of the gradient have
been identified as a characteristic of networks robust to
adversarial perturbation [49] similar to results of [50] and
our observation for adaptive proofreading models above.
DISCUSSION
Complex systems (in vivo or in silico) integrate sophis-
ticated decision making processes. Our work illustrates
common features between neural networks and a general
class of adaptive proofreading models, especially with re-
gards to mechanisms of defence against targeted attacks.
Parallels can be drawn between these past approaches,
since the models of adaptive proofreading presented here
were first generated with in silico evolution aiming at de-
signing immune classifiers [33]. Strong antagonism natu-
rally appeared in the simplest simulations, and required
modification of objective functions very similar to adver-
sarial training [6].
Through our analogy with adaptive proofreading, we are
able to identify the presence of a critical point in the
gradient of response as the crucial mediator of robust
adversarial defense. This critical point emerges due to
kinetic proofreading for cellular decision network, and es-
sentially removes the spurious adversarial directions. An-
other layer of defence can be added with local averaging.
This is in line with current research on adversarial robust-
ness in machine learning, showing that robust networks
exhibit a flat loss landscape near each training sample
[56]. Other current explorations include new biomimetic
learning algorithms, giving rise to prototype-like classi-
fication [57]. Adversarial defence strategies, including
non-local computation and nonlinearities in the neural
network are also currently under study [54]. The mathe-
matical origin of the effectiveness of those defences is not
yet entirely clear, and identification of critical points in
the gradient might provide theoretical insights into it.
More precisely, an interesting by-product of local flat-
ness, where both the gradient and second derivative of
the score are equal to zero, is the appearance of an in-
flexion point in the score, and thus a region of maximal
gradient. This is visible in Fig. 3 D, F: while the score
of non-robust classifiers is linear when moving towards
the decision boundary, the scoring function of classifiers
resistant to adversarial perturbations is flat at f = 0 and
only significantly changes when the input becomes am-
biguous near the inflexion point. The reason why this
is important in general is that a combination of local
flatness and an inflexion point is bound to strongly in-
fluence any gradient descent dynamics. For instance, for
adaptive proofreading models, the ligand distribution fol-
lowing the dynamics of Eq. 9 changes from unimodal to
bimodal at the boundary, creating ambiguous samples.
For a robust classifier, such samples are thus expected
to appear close to the decision boundary since they co-
incide with the larger gradients of the scoring function.
As such they could correspond to meaningful features
(contrasting the adversarial perturbations), as we show
in Fig. 4 C with our digit classifier with biomimetic de-
fence. Examples in image classification might include the
meaningful adversarial transformations between samples
found in [49] or the perturbed animal pictures fooling
humans [58] with chimeric images that combine differ-
ent animal parts (such as spider and snake), leading to
ambiguous classifications. Similar properties have been
observed experimentally for ambiguous samples in im-
mune recognition: maximally antagonizing ligands have
a binding time just below the decision threshold [15]. We
interpret this property as a consequence of the flat land-
scape far from the decision threshold leading to a steeper
gradient close to it [32, 34].
We used machine learning classification and implemented
biomimetic defence by relying on a single direction, since
that is what emerges in the most simple version of adap-
tive proofreading models that we considered here. In
general, however, the space of inputs in machine learn-
ing is much more complex, and there are more than two
categories, even in digit classification. One possible so-
lution is to break down multilabel classification into a
set of binary classification problems, but this might not
always be appropriate. Instead, the algorithm effectively
has to learn representations, such as pixel statistics and
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spatial correlations in images [2]. With a nonlinear trans-
formation to a low-dimensional manifold description, one
could still combine information on a global level in ways
similar to parameter τ . The theory presented here could
then apply once the mapping of the data from the full-
dimensional space to such latent space is discovered.
Case-in-point, Tsipras et al. proposed a distinction in
machine learning between a robust, but probabilistic
feature (x1 in Eq. 7) and weakly correlated features
(x2, . . . xd in Eq. 7) [49], both defining a single direc-
tion in latent space. They then observed a robustness-
accuracy trade-off due to the fact that an extremely ac-
curate classifier would mostly use a distribution of many
weakly correlated features (instead of the robust – but
randomized – feature) to improve accuracy. The weight
to put in the decision on either feature (robust or weak)
would depend on the training. Our work shows the nat-
ural connection between weak features in this theory and
weak ligands in the biological models (see discussion be-
low Eq. 7). In the biological context, the standard situa-
tion is that all ligands are treated equally. Then one can
show mathematically that for such networks performing
quality sensing irrespective of quantity, antagonism nec-
essarily ensues [34], as further identified here using the
FGSM transformation. This latter result can be reformu-
lated in terms of machine learning [49] in the following
compact way: perfectly robust classification (i.e. with no
antagonism) is impossible in biology if all receptors are
equivalent. But biology also provides evidence that ro-
bustness can nevertheless be improved by applying local
nonlinear transformation such as the biomimetic defence
of Eq. 8. Elaborating on the distinction between robust
and weak features proposed in [49], nonlinear transfor-
mations should specifically target weak correlated fea-
tures. Explorations of generalized nonlinear transforma-
tions in image feature space [26, 50] might lead to fur-
ther insights into the possible nonlinear transformations
defending against adversarial perturbations. We learn in
particular from biology that the major effect of nonlin-
earity is to change the position of maximally adversarial
perturbations in sample space. Perfect robustness might
be impossible in general, yet similarly to cellular decision-
making the most effective perturbations may shift from
a pile of apparently unstructured features for naive clas-
sifiers to a combination of meaningful features for ro-
bust classifiers, giving ambiguous patterns at the deci-
sion boundary (allowing to further distinguish between
ambiguous and adversarial perturbations).
From the biology standpoint, new insights may come
from the general study of computational systems built
via machine learning. In particular, systematic search
and application of adversarial perturbations in both the-
oretical models and experiments might reveal new biol-
ogy. For instance, our study of Fig. 4, inspired by gradi-
ent descent in machine learning [50], establishes that cel-
lular decision-makers exist in two qualitatively distinct
regimes. The difference between these regimes are geo-
metric by nature through the presence or absence of a
dynamical critical point in the gradient. The case m < 2
with a steep gradient could be more relevant in signalling
contexts to separate mixtures of inputs, so that every
weak perturbation should be detected [42]. For olfaction
it has been suggested that strong antagonism allows for a
rescaling of the distribution of typical odor molecules, en-
suring a broad range of detection irrespective of the quan-
tity of molecules presented [17]. The case m ≥ 2 is much
more resistant to adversarial perturbations, and could
be most relevant in an immune context where T cells
filter out antagonistic perturbations. This might be rele-
vant for the pathology of HIV infections [19–21] or, more
generally, could provide explanations on the diversity of
altered peptide ligands [59]. We also expect similar clas-
sification problems to occur at the population-level, e.g.
when T cells interact with each other to refine individ-
ual immune decision-making [60, 61]. Interestingly, there
might be there a trade-off between resistance to such per-
turbations (in particular to self antagonism, pushing to-
wards higher m in our model) and the process of thymic
selection which relies on the fact that there should be sen-
sitivity to some self ligands [62] (pushing towards lower
m in our model) .
Our correspondence could also be useful for the theoret-
ical modelling and understanding of cancer immunother-
apy [22]. So-called neoantigens corresponding to mu-
tated ligands are produced by tumours. It has been ob-
served that in the presence of low-fitness neoantigens, the
blocking of negative signals on T cells (via checkpoint in-
hibitor blockade) increases success of therapy [63]. This
suggests that those neoantigens are ambiguous ligands:
weak agonists acting in the antagonistic regime. With-
out treatment, negative signals prevent their detection
(corresponding to an adversarial attack), but upon check-
point inhibitor blockade those ligands are suddenly visi-
ble to the immune system, which can now eliminate the
tumour. Importantly, differential responses are present
depending on the type of cancer, environmental factors
and tumour microenvironment [23]. This corresponds to
different background ligand distributions in our frame-
work, and one can envision that cancer cells adapt their
corresponding adversarial strategies to escape the im-
mune system. Understanding and categorizing possible
adversarial attacks might thus be important to predicting
the success of personalized immunotherapy [64].
We have connected machine learning algorithms to mod-
els of cellular decision-making, and in particular their
defence strategies against adversarial attacks. More de-
fences against adversarial examples might be found in
the real world, for instance in biofilm-forming in bacte-
ria [65], in size estimation of animals [66], or might be
needed for proper detection of physical 3D objects [67]
and road signs [68]. Understanding the whole range of
possible antagonistic perturbations may also prove cru-
cial for describing immune defects, including immune es-
cape of cancer cells. It is thus important to further clar-
ify possible scenarios for fooling classification systems in
both cell biology and machine learning.
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APPENDIX
Appendix S1: Mathematical details of the adaptive proofreading models
Appendix S1 contains more details on the derivation of adaptive proofreading models (section Biochemical kinetics),
referred to in section Adaptive proofreading for cellular decision-making in the main text. We also give the
parameters and equations that are used to draw Fig. 2 B in the main text (section Parameters for Fig. 2 B).
Biochemical kinetics
The kinetics for the biochemical network in Fig. 2 B in the simplest form ((N,m) = (2, 1)) are given by
C˙1 = k
onRL− (φK + τ−1)C1
C˙2 = φKC1 − τ−1C2 (1)
K˙ = β(KT −K)− αC1K.
Here, we assume the T cell has R receptors to which L ligands are bound to form ligand-receptor complexes C1
and C2. The parameters k
on and τ−1 denote ligand-specific rates, which correspond to an average number of events
happening per second (mean of a Poisson-distributed variable). φ is the phosphorylation rate for the reaction C1 → C2
(activation branch), which is activated by variable K, and which we will call a generic kinase. K itself is inhibited by
C1 (repression branch) with rate α. KT here is the total number of kinase, and KT −K the number of inactive kinase.
This kinase is shared between all receptors and assumed to diffuse freely and rapidly, so that since K is inactivated
by C1, (in)activity of K is a measure of the total number of receptors bound. Lastly, β is the activation rate of K.
In the steady state, we can solve exactly for C2 and find
C2 = φKC1τ =
Lτ
β/α+ L
' Lτ
L
= τ. (2)
Here K = KT β/αβ/α+C1 , and as long as L  β/α the first-order approximation is exact and the ligand dependence in
nominator and denominator cancels. Without loss of generality, we have set φKT βα = 1.
When we consider an environment containing two ligand types with binding times τag (agonists) and τa (antagonists)
at concentrations Lag and La, two types of ligand-receptor complexes can be formed. We call them Ci for agonists
and Di for antagonists. Full equations in the case of (N,m) = (2, 1) are given by
C˙1 = k
onRLag − (φK + τ−1ag )C1
C˙2 = φKC1 − τ−1ag C2 (3)
D˙1 = k
onRLa − (φK + τ−1a )D1
D˙2 = φKD1 − τ−1a D2 (4)
K˙ = β(KT −K)− α(C1 +D1)K.
where we have assumed that kon is equal for both agonist and antagonist ligands. The main difference here is
that variable K integrates global information from both ligand complexes, which results in the steady-state in K =
KT β/α
β/α+C1+D1
. Moreover, K acts locally on the phosphorylation of both C1 and D1. Finally, the output is given by
T2,1 = C2 +D2.
We can generalize this case by assuming that inhibition of the variable K occurs further downstream a kinetic
proofreading cascade, namely at the m-th complex Cm = Lagτ
m
ag and Dm = Laτ
m
a . The output variable is then given
by TN,m = CN + DN . Fig. 2 A shows how information from a single ligand passes through the repression branch
(red arrow and box) via K and through the activation branch (green arrow and box) via CN . The global variable
K integrates local information as K = KT β/αβ/α+Cm+Dm ∝
(
Lagτ
m
ag + Laτ
m
a
)−1
, and catalyzes the phosphorylation of
CN−1 = LagτN−1ag and DN−1 = Laτ
N−1
a to final complex CN and DN as
C˙N = KCN−1 − τ−1ag CN (5)
D˙N = KDN−1 − τ−1a DN . (6)
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In the steady-state, the solution for TN,m is then
TN,m = CN +DN =
Lagτ
N
ag + Laτ
N
a
Lagτmag + Laτ
m
a
. (7)
This expression for two types of ligands with same kon can be clearly generalized to any types of ligands, giving Eq.
3 in the main text.
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Appendix S2: Materials and methods
In Appendix S2, we give the parameters and equations that are used to draw Fig. 2 B in the main text and we give
the hyperparameters used for training the neural networks classifying 3s and 7s. We referred to the latter in section
Neural networks for artificial decision-making in the main text.
Parameters for Fig. 2 B
The curves on Fig. 2 B, left panel, come from the model given by
T4,2(L) =
1
τ2d
Lτ4
C∗ + Lτ2
(8)
with parameter values C∗ = β/α = 3000, τd = 4s and τ as in the legend. The curves on the middle panel of Fig. 2 B
come from
T4,2(L) =
1
τ2d
Lτ4 + Laτ
4
a
C∗ + Lτ2 + Laτ2a
(9)
with again C∗ = 3000, τd = 4s and τ = 10s. For blue ”agonists alone”, La = 0 , for orange ”+ antagonists” La = 104
and τa = 3s, and for green ”+ self” La = 10
4 and τa = 1s.
Hyperparameters for training neural network
We have chosen our hyperparameters as follows: one hidden layer with four neurons feeding into an output neuron, a
random 80/20 training/test split with a 10 percent validation split. The cross-entropy loss function is minimized via
stochastic gradient descent in maximal 300 iterations with a batch size of 200 and an adaptive learning rate, initiated
at 0.001. The tolerance is 10−4 and the regularization rate is 0.1. Most of these parameters are set to their default
value, but we found that the training procedure is largely insensitive to the specific choice of hyperparameters.
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Appendix S3: Ligand distribution at the decision boundary
In Appendix S3 we describe in detail the methods used in the gradient dynamics of changing a ligand distribution
to the decision boundary (section Methods), we provide additional results when adding spatial correlation to the
ligand distribution (section MTL pictures), and we calculate the leading order in small binding time τ of the gradient
dTN,m
dτ
(section Behavior for small binding times). We refer to Appendix S3 in the main text in section Gradient
dynamics identify two different regimes and Qualitative change in dynamics is due to a critical point
for the gradient, and in Fig. 3A.
Methods
Adaptive proofreading is well-suited to characterize the decision boundary between two classes, because we can work
with an analytical description. We want to know how to most efficiently change the binding time of the spurious
binding ligand (with small τ) to cause the model to reach the decision boundary. We have taken inspiration from [50]
and adapted our approach from the iterative FGSM [51]. At first, we sample the binding times τself for Lself = 7000
self ligands from a half-normal distribution |N (0, 13 )| and τag for Lag = 3000 agonist ligands from a narrowly peaked
normal distribution |N ( 72 , 110 )| just above τd = 3. We fix the agonist ligand distribution, the “signal” in the immune
picture. Next, we bin ligands in M equally spaced bins with center binding time τb, b ∈ 1, . . . ,M , and we compute
the gradient for bins for which τb < τd
∂TN,m
∂τb
=
NτN−1b Lb −mTN,mτm−1b Lb∑M
i=1 τ
m
i Li
(10)
where Lb is the number of ligands in the b
th bin. We subtract this value multiplied by a small number  from the
exact binding times, as in Eq. 6 in the main text, and we compute a new output TN,m. We repeat this procedure
until TN,m dips just below the response threshold τ
N−m
d . We then display the ligand distributions. We bin ligands
and compute the gradient in batches to prevent the gradient from becoming negligibly small. If we would compute
the gradient for each ligand with an individual binding time, there would be exactly one ligand with that specific
binding time, and because the gradient scales with L, we would need to go through many more iterations. Decreasing
the binsize and step size  may enhance the resolution, but is not required. We found good results by considering bins
with a binsize of 0.2s and  = 0.2.
MTL pictures
We can visually recast immune recognition as an image recognition problem by placing pixels on a grid and coloring
them based on their binding time with a given scale. We chose to let white pixels correspond to not self (τ > τd),
gray pixels to antagonist ligands (τa < τ < τd) and black pixels to self ligands τ  τa. We are free to introduce
any kind of spatial correlation to create “immune pictures” from a ligand distribution. This results in what we term
“MTL-pictures” (Fig. S1). The initial ligand distribution, MTL picture and scale are given on the left. We perform
iterative gradient descent like in the main text, and plot the ligand distribution and the corresponding immune pictures
at the boundary for various (N,m). The results are striking. For a T cell operating in the adversarial regime, the
“signal” MTL is unaltered at the decision boundary. At the transition m = 2, we see a slight change of color, while
in the ambiguous regime, the signal actually changes from MTL to ML. As we desire for a robust decision-maker,
the response should switch when the signal becomes significantly different. From this we conclude, only in the robust
regime can Montreal turn fully into the city of Machine Learning.
For the MTL pictures in Fig. S1, we have distributed the pixels in the 179 × 431 frame – equal to R, the number
of receptors – as Lself = 0.60R, La = 0.12R, Lag = 0.28R. We sampled τself from |N (0, 13 )|, τa from τd − |N (0, 13)|,
τag from τd + N ( 12 , 1100 ), and we set τd = 3. The picture is engineered such that the agonist ligands fill the M and
the L, the antagonists fill the T (which is why the T is slightly darker than the M and L). The self ligands fill the
area around the letters M, T and L, such that the self with highest binding time surround the T. We have chosen
this example to make the effect of proofreading explicit (and of course because we are based in Montreal and study
Machine Learning). This result is generic, and the ambiguity of instances at the decision boundary of a robust
model can be visualized with any well-designed image. Scripts to reproduce Fig. 4 A and Fig. S1 are available at
https://github.com/tjrademaker/advxs-antagonism-figs/.
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ambiguous regimeadversarial regime transition
⌧c ' 4s⌧c ' 4s0
⌧c ' 4s
MTL pictures at the boundary
FIG. 1. Figure S1. MTL pictures. Explanation is found in the text
Behavior for small binding times
Consider a mixture with Lag ligands at τag > τd and L ligands with small binding time τspurious = τ  τag. To
understand the behaviour of TN,m as a function of τ we expand TN,m in small variable  =
τ
τag
as
TN,m({Lag, τag;L, τ}) =
τNagLag + τ
N
 L
τmagLag + τ
m
 L
=
1 + N LLag
1 + m LLag
τN−mag
'
(
1 + N
L
Lag
)(
1− m L
Lag
)
τN−mag
' τN−mag − τN−mag
L
Lag
m +O(N ),
which confirms that up to a constant TN,m ∝ −m ∝ −τm for m ≥ 1 and τ  τag, as well as that
dTN,m
dτ
' −mτN−m−1ag
L
Lag
m−1 ∝ −τm−1 . (11)
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Appendix S4: Boundary tilting
To further draw the connection between machine learning and adaptive proofreading models, we will study a framework
to interpret adversarial examples called boundary tilting [52]. We will first illustrate this effect on the discrimination
of the original MNIST 3 vs 7 problem MNIST from [6]) (section Digit classification), after which we will interpret
boundary tilting via proofreading in ligand discrimination (Boundary tilting and categorizing perturbations), and
finally, we will derive how the addition of a subthreshold ligand at the decision boundary changes the output (section
Gradient in the L2 direction). We refer to these results in the main text at the end of section Qualitative change
in dynamics is due to a critical point for the gradient.
Digit classification
A typical 3 and 7 (i), the averages 3¯ and 7¯ (ii), and the corresponding adversarial examples (iii, iv) are shown in
Fig. S2 A. Tanay and Griffin [52] pointed out that the adversarial perturbation generated with the Fast Gradient
Sign Method (FGSM) proposed in [6] can also be found via D = sign (3¯− 7¯), Fig. S2 A (v). Note the similarity to
the adversarial perturbation from the FGSM sgn(w) = sgn (∇xJ) (Fig. S2 A (vi)). To reveal the linearity of binary
A
i ii
iii iv
viv
B
Adversarial Non-adversarial Ambiguous Ambiguous
C
FIG. 2. Figure S2. Boundary tilting in one-dimensional digit classification. (A) (i) Typical 3 and 7 from MNIST. (ii) Average
3, 7 of the traditional test set, (iii, iv) with adversarial perturbation, found by (v) subtracting the sign of 3¯ from 7¯, which
corresponds to (vi), the perturbation found with FGSM (B) Projection of the digits on the first principal components. The
classes are separated by a linear Support Vector Classifier (blue), the average of the classes with and without adversarial
perturbation is shown by the triangle and star. We have cycled through permutations of adversarial training and/or adversarial
testing. Note how the boundary tilts on the right panels, and how the triangle moves parallel to the decision boundary. (C)
Decision boundary of the immune model. The region under the surface is the response regime, the region above is the no-
response regime. The classifier with a single proofreading step (N,m) = (1, 0) fails to observe agonists in three of the four
marked mixtures, while the robust classifier (N,m) = (5, 3) correctly responds to each indicated mixture.
digit discrimination, we computed the principal components (PCs) of the traditional training set of 3s and 7s, and
projected all digits in the test set on PC1 and PC2 (Fig. S2 B). With a linear Support Vector Classifier (ordinary linear
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regression) trained on the transformed coordinates PC1 and PC2 of the training set, we achieve over 95% accuracy in
the test set. While such accuracy is far from the state-of-the-art in digit recognition, it is much higher than typical
detection accuracy for single cells (e.g. T cells present false negative rates of 10 % for strong antagonists [15]). The
red and blue star in Fig. S2 A denote the average digit 3¯, 7¯.
Next, we transformed the test set as 3→ 3′ = 3− testD, 7→ 7′ = 7 + testD, where test = 0.4 is the strength of the
adversarial perturbation (Fig. S2 A (iii)). 3¯′ and 7¯′ moved closer in Fig. S2 B, orthogonal to the decision boundary
and along the line between the initial averages. This adversarial perturbation moves the digits in what we call an
adversarial direction perpendicular to the decision boundary, and reduces the accuracy of the linear regression model
to a mere 69%.
Goodfellow et al. proposed adversarial training as a method to mitigate adversarial effects by FGSM. We implemented
adversarial training by adding the adversarial perturbation trainDtrain = train(3¯train − 7¯train) to the images in the
training set, computing the new PCs and training the linear regression model. This effectively “tilts” the decision
boundary, while preserving 95% accuracy. In the presence of the original adversarial perturbations, we see the effect
of the tilted boundary: the perturbation moves digits parallel along the decision boundary, which results in good
robust accuracy. This is a illustration example of the more general phenomenon studied in [52].
Boundary tilting and categorizing perturbations
We consider the change in TN,m for arbitrary N,m upon addition of many spurious ligands. Generalizing Eq. 2 in
the main text gives
T afterN,m =
L(τ − )N + RN
Lτm + Rm
=
(τ − )N + N+1RL
τm + 
m+1R
L
. (12)
From this expression, we note that TN,m is changing significantly with respect to its initial value upon addition of
many weakly bound ligands as soon as m+1R is of order L. Thus, the effect described in the main text for weighted
averages where (N,m) = (1, 0) also holds for nonlinear computations as long as m is small. It appears that the
general strategy to defend against this adversarial perturbation is by increasing m, as previously observed in [33].
Biochemically, this is done with kinetic proofreading [15, 32, 36], i.e. we take an output TN,m with N > m ≥ 1.
Here, the output is no longer sensitive to the addition of many weakly bound self ligands, yielding an inversion of the
antagonistic hierarchy where the strongest antagonizing ligands exist closer to threshold [34]. An extreme case has
been proposed for immune recognition where the strongest antagonists are found just below the threshold of activation
[15].
We numerically compute how the decision boundary changes when Lself ligands at τself are added to the initial Lag
agonist ligands at τag, i.e. we compute the manifold so that
TN,m({Lag, τag;Lself, τself}) =
τNagLag + τ
N
selfLself
τmagLag + τ
m
selfLself
(13)
is equal to TN,m({Lag, τd}) = τN−md . We represent this boundary for fixed τself and variable Lag, Lself, τag in Fig. S2
C. Boundary tilting is studied with respect to the reference Lself = 0 plane corresponding to the situation of pure Lag
ligands at τag, where the boundary is the line τag = τd. The case (N,m) = (1, 0) (Fig. S2 C, left panel), corresponds
to a very tilted boundary, close to the plane Lself = 0, and a strong antagonistic case. In this situation, assuming
τag ' τd, each new ligand added with τself close to 0 gives a reduction of T1,0 proportional to τdLag in the limit of small
Lself (see next section, [14]), which is again of the order of the response T1,0 = τag ' τd in the plane Lself = 0. This is
clearly not infinitesimal, corresponding to a steep gradient of T1,0 in the Lself direction. We call the perturbation in
this case adversarial. This should be contrasted to the case for higher m (Fig. S2 C, middle left) where the boundary
is vertical, independent of Lself, such that decision-making is based only on the initially present Lag ligands at τag.
Here, the change of response induced by the addition of each ligand with small binding time τself is τ
m
self, due to
proofreading a very small number when τself ' 0 [14]. Contrary to the previous case, the gradient of TN,m with
respect to this vertical direction is almost flat and very small compared to the response in the Lself = 0 plane. We
call the perturbation in this case non-adversarial.
Tilting of the boundary only occurs when τself gets sufficiently close to the threshold binding time τd (Fig. S2 C,
right panels). In this regime, each new ligand added with quality τself = τd −  contributes an infinitesimal change of
TN,m proportional to
τd−τself
Lag
= /Lag, which gives a weak gradient in the direction Lself. But even with such small
perturbations one can easily cross the boundary because of the proximity of τself to τd, which explains the tilting.
The cases where the boundary is tilted and the gradient is weak are of a different nature compared to the adversarial
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TABLE I. Table S1: Categories of perturbations
Boundary tilting Gradient when adding
one antagonistic ligand
Adversarial yes steep (O(1))
Non-adversarial no almost flat (O(m))
Ambiguous yes weak (O())
case of Fig. S2 C, left panel. Here the boundary is tilted as well, but the gradient is steep, not weak. For this reason
we term the cases on the right panels ambiguous. Similar ambiguity is observed experimentally: it is well known
that antagonists (ligands close to thresholds) also weakly agonize an immune response [15]. Our categorization of
perturbations is presented in Table SI. Scripts for boundary tilting in ligand discrimination and digit discrimination
are available at https://github.com/tjrademaker/advxs-antagonism-figs/.
Gradient in the L2 direction
We recall results from [34] to show how the addition of subthreshold ligands one at a time changes the output. We
first consider {L, τd} threshold ligands with output
TN,m(L, τd) = τ
N−m
d . (14)
The main result of [34] is the linear response of TN,m(L, τd) to the addition of {La, τd − } subthreshold ligands.
TN,m ({L, τd;La, τd − }) (15)
= T (L+ La, τd)− LaA (L+ La, τd) (16)
= τN−md − 
La
L+ La
d
dτ
TN,m(L+ La, τ)
∣∣∣
τ=τd
, (17)
where we used the definition
A (L, τd) = 1
L
d
dτ
TN,m(L, τ)
∣∣∣
τ=τd
. (18)
for the coefficient in a mean-field description. As the derivative ddτ TN,m(L, τ)
∣∣∣
τ=τd
> 0, and  = τa−τd, each additional
subthreshold ligand at τa decreases the output with a value proportional to
τd − τa
L
. (19)
In the case (N,m) = (1, 0), the mean-field approximation is exact, i.e. the first derivative of dTdτ is the only nonzero
derivative, given by
A(L, τd) = 1
L
d
dτ
τ
∣∣∣
τ=τd
=
1
L
. (20)
With the addition of a single subthreshold ligand τa ' 0, so that  ' τd, the output is maximally reduced by τdL+1 ' τdL ,
a finite quantity, as described in the main text. For higher m, the linear approximation holds only for ligands at τa
close to threshold.
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Appendix S5: Few-pixel attack
In Appendix S5, we describe in detail the procedure for the few-pixel attack. We used this to come to our conclusion
in section Biomimetic defenses against few-pixel attacks and Fig. 4 C in the main text.
The few-pixel attack connects to ligand antagonism in the sense that few pixels are needed to cause misclassification,
corresponding to the addition of few maximally antagonizing ligands to a mixture fooling robust adaptive proofreading
models. It is not the most efficient attack against a classifier without biomimetic defence, but it is the most efficient
attack against classifiers with biomimetic defence, equivalent to adaptive proofreading models with m > 1. For these
adaptive proofreading models, there exists a unique maximally antagonistic binding time, defined as the binding time
that maximally reduces TN,m.
With this in mind, we decided to make pixels black or white in a controlled manner, until the neural network classifies
the perturbed, initial digit as the target class. In the following, we will refer to several stages of the few-pixel attack
using Fig. S3. We first computed what we term pixelmaps. Pixelmaps contain the change of score when making a
pixel white or black. In Fig. S3, blue colors correspond to pixels that will lower the score when turned white or black,
while red colors are for pixels that will increase the score for the same operation. A grey color means the score is
unchanged when whitening or blacking the pixel. The pixelmaps are scaled to the maximum change in score. We
proceed in merging and sorting the pixelmaps from maximum to minimum change in score towards the target class,
iteratively following the sorted list to decide which pixels in our digit to turn white or black. We do this until we
reach the decision boundary (first iteration in which the digit is misclassified). The final digits in the row above the
red rectangle in Fig. S3 are the resulting boundary digits. They already contain perturbations corresponding to real
features, but have an air of artificiality to them which allows us to fairly easily distill the ground truth. We remove
this with a mean filtering [54], which is a 3x3 convolutional block that computes mean pixel values as
yi,j =
1
9
1∑
k,l=−1
xi+k,j+l. (21)
Biologically, this is pure receptor clustering, where a perturbation to a single receptor locally affects other ligands.
Such digits are truly ambiguous digits that are tough to classify even as humans. These are the type of digits we
expect to find on the decision boundary. Finally, we compare the mean-filtered digit at the decision boundary to the
control: the sum of the initial digit and the hill function of Eq. 8 (N = 3; θ = 0.5) on the average of all digits in the
target class, then mean-filtered (Fig. S3 for a step-by-step composition). We apply the mean-filter to the control to
again remove the artificiality of a digit plus an average, and make the comparison between boundary digit and control
digit fairer. The similarity between mean-filtered boundary digit and control digit confirms our intuition that we are
actually operating in the space between both classes when misclassification occurs.
We can also apply the mean-filter to the initial digit before generating the pixelmaps, and during the procedure, check
the score on the mean-filtered perturbed image. This gives similar results, as we see by following the trajectory of the
score for boundary-null and boundary-mean. We have shown the score explicitly in Fig. S4 for the digits in Fig. S3.
The behavior of the score is remarkably similar to the interpolation between ligand mixtures (Fig. 3F, bottom panel
in the main text). A nonlinear filtering method proposed in [54] is the median-filter, but this one works less well for
black-and-white pixels.
We have shown examples that are generated when we select for instances where the number of iterations is large
enough (20 suffices, we still consider this to be a few-pixel attack, keeping in mind that digits have 784 individual
pixels). The authors of [53] specifically searched for single pixel attacks. Examples of single-pixel misclassification
exist in our neural networks trained on two types of digits in MNIST too, but these we found non-informative. In
cellular decision-making, this case corresponds to adding a single antagonist ligand to a ligand mixture to cause
misclassification. This is only possible if the ligand mixture is already very close to the boundary. For such samples,
we do not expect ambiguity to appear. Remember that near the boundary, the score landscape is steep, and small
additions have a large effect.
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Method of few-pixel attack
FIG. 3. Figure S3. Method of few-pixel attack. Each column show how a few-pixel attack causes misclassification of an
initial digit to a target class. The important result are the pre-filtered boundary digits and the control in the red rectangle.
Pixelmaps determine which pixels increase (red) or decrease (blue) the score when turning an individual pixel in the initial
digit white or black. We merge the pixelmaps, sort this list of pixels, and go through it from maximum to minimum change in
score until misclassification occurs, resulting in the pre-filtered digit. We apply a mean-filter to make them look more like real
digits, and indeed, these mean-filtered boundary digits closely resemble our control digits at the boundary. The control digits
are composed of the mean-filtered initial digit plus locally contrasted (with hill function (N = 3; θ = 0.5) average digit of the
target class.
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Trajectory of the score
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FIG. 4. Figure S4. Trajectory of the scoring functions of the attacks in Fig. S3. The blue, orange and green line correspond to
various digits (actual digit, mean-filtered digit, median-filtered digit) for which we check the score, and terminate when reaching
the boundary. The trajectory of the score for the null digit and the mean-filtered digit is generally the same. Moreover, the
behavior of the score looks similar to the behavior of TN,m upon addition of maximally antagonizing ligands to a mixture of
only agonist ligands in Fig. 3 D in the main text.
